CargoMaster A 310

CargoMaster A310
TECHNICAL DATA

Comfortable: The adjustable toe plate can be easily
moved into the desired position

Considerate:
The CargoMaster A 310 climbs
stairs without damaging them.

Technology
lifting capacity

Stability under load:
The sturdy frame is designed to
meet special requirements.

Lifting capacity: 310kg

Adaptable:
The transportation of goods on
all kinds of surfaces is possible
without a problem

climbing speed

kg (lbs.)

310 (680)

(steps / minute)

4 - 10

Climbing speed: 4-10 steps per
minute

capacity with one battery charge

Capacity: 15-30 stories with one
set of batteries
(depending on the loads weight)

batteries

(depending on the load)

15 - 30
V / Ah

2 x 12 / 7,2

weight with batteries

kg (lbs.)

46 (101)

weight of batteries

kg (lbs.)

6 (13)

DC Motor

A 310

You can transport even highly sensitive goods such as
medical apparatuses, computers, copy machines or control
boxes with the CargoMaster A 310. The adjustable climbing
speed of 4 to 10 steps per minute provides the perfect
climbing speed for the job at hand.

V

24

height

mm

1130

width

mm

590

depth

mm

520

(extendable to mm)

1800

handlebars

Further, high goods are also transported comfortably
because they rest safely on the extendable handlebars of the
CargoMaster A 310. The adjustable toe plate provides the
possibility to shift the load’s centre of gravity. Thus goods
with both a high and a low heavy point are transported
effortlessly with the A 310. Special catches hold the toe plate
safely into place thus ensuring the safety of the load.

Equipment
sealed lead acid vapor proof batteries
automatic charger
climbing speed, continuously adjustable
solid rubber tyres; run like pneumatic tyres
equipment for quick change batteries
toe plate, adjustable in height
toe plate extension 25 cm (screw on)
toe plate extension, exchangeable
barrel equipment, with adjustable supports
safety belt, extra
portable stairs (3 steps) made of steel
portable stairs (4 steps) made of steel
frame cover plate, carpeted

The CargoMaster A 310, like all the other models, is
equipped with a safety belt,automatic safety brakes, and
extendable handlebars. Despite its enormous power and

Manual Handling

supporting frame, to put heavy loads on pedestals, etc.
support bow for tall loads, installed between the handlebars

A 310
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quick release batteries, charging electronics included
single step mode

www.manualhandlingsolutions.com
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–

box for tiles



certification

CE
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adjustable handles

Reliable: Even heavy goods with an unfavorable
center of gravity are parked safely on stairs



–

charging cable for the vehicle, 12 V DC

sturdiness, the A310 is like all the CargoMaster climbing
systems, extremely flexible. Its climbing speed is
adjustable; further, it can be furnished with smooth
running wheels (recommended up to 250kg) or wheels for
heavy loads depending on the job at hand. Finally you can
use the device continuously thanks to an optional second
set of batteries.





platform, carpeted

The CargoMaster A 310 has been specifically designed for
the transport of heavy loads such as heating boilers,
stoves, heaters or parts of machinery. Thanks to its
powerful 24 volt electric drive, it masters up to 310kg
effortlessly. The fortified frame of the A 310 as well as its
toe plate, adjustable in height, make allowances for the
extreme demands on the machine.




extendable handlebars

Agile: With a bit of practice you may use the
CargoMaster A 310 even on narrow & winding stairs



basic equipment
accessories
option
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